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Abstract 

This study aims to apply expert system to predict the training needs of the trainees based on 

several factors related to functional status for each employee (trainee), namely, specific group, job, and 

training courses; which are essential and important factors in prediction process; because of the change 

and the diversity of needs in light of the job conditions, technological and international development. 

So the hold makers are imposed to identify these needs which are determined as the most important 

processes lead to the training success. In this paper, three-prediction algorithm were used: MLP, KNN, 

and C4.5 to predict the training needs of the trainees, in order to help and support decision-makers in 

education and increase the accuracy and effectiveness of the training courses. The study sample’s 

consists of 334 cases. The results of the experiments of C4.5 algorithm achieved the better accuracy 

against the rest of the algorithms.  

Keywords: Neural Network; C4.5; KNN; Predicting training needs. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

To emphasis the role of training in dealing with contemporary challenges as part of 

continuing education, which seeks the developed countries to achieve the improvement of 

human resources, training is major activity continuously in the   sense of a necessity, not a 

luxury. So, it is considered as activity involving all job levels, at level executive, middle or 

senior management. The training is associated with organization and its plans for future, 

which continue as it works connecting to the organization and its developmental career 

stages of career (Ghuraibi .2009). 

The expert systems may have an impact on the following: educational planning, management of 

the training process, management of the educational process, decision-making, identification of training 

needs that giving training high potentialities and capabilities which increase its effectiveness, 

interactive and training capacity (Hartschuh, 1990) . 

Kleiner & Brubaker emphasize on the importance of the decision-making process, they adopted 

Demin definition of the view that the “administration is a prediction process”, hence the manager has to 

take decisions or do some predictions. Therefore, he will have a set of managerial tools and means to 

help him in this process (Hilali, 2006). 

When we look at the mechanism for trainees’ distribution in various training programs, it was 

observed that the trainees were selected randomly without taking into account previous courses or 

specific group & job. 
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This paper has handled the previous problem through an expert system to predict the training 

needs of the trainees to help and support decision-taking process. The research has been organized as 

following: Section 2 displays previous studies, Section 3 reviews the neural network algorithm, Section 

4 reviews the KNN algorithm, Section 5 review The decision tree algorithm, Section 6 review the 

experiment and results, Section 7 to view Conclusion and future Studies. 

2- Related Works 

For the changing training needs in light of the international changes, concerned authorities were 

opposed to identify training needs, which is considered one of the most important processes that lead to 

the training success. Ghuraibi study (2009) it can be achieved through:  establishment of a special 

training unit in each organization to be responsible for identifying staff training needs and their follow 

up at future . 

This agrees with the goals of current research which estimates training needs for the trainees but 

by an electronic expert system to predict the training needs of the organization in various branches; It is 

confirmed through the following studies that adapted information technology in management, training 

and evaluation as in Qouta (2008) and the study of Ghuraibi (2009) Studies which recommended to  

establish national technological base in the training service. 

Siraj study (2010) recommended that there necessity for presence of a written, systematic and 

integrated plan to identify training needs. The need to give the process of identifying the training needs 

of enough time and funding required for it to be accomplished perfectly, and to outreach workers of the 

importance of the process of identifying the training needs  for them. Troanh study (2011) concludes to 

number of results. the most the important one is: identification of training needs as an necessary step in 

the planning of the training process. It also contributes in the rationalization of training-making 

industry. 

A study Abdullah and Abdul Wahab (2012) recommends the introduction of expert systems in 

decision support operations, which is confirmed by Ahmed study (2009) also a Kfoury (2015) study 

recommended to hold different workshops in all research and scientific institutions and colleges to raise 

awareness of the role of systems expert in decision-making in training. 

 

3. Prediction Algorithms 

 

3.1 Neural Network 

Neural networks are composed of simple elements operating in parallel. These elements are 

inspired by biological nervous systems. As in nature, the connections between elements largely 

determine the network function. You can train a neural network to perform a particular function by 

adjusting the values of the connections (weights) between elements. 

Neural networks have been trained to perform complex functions in various fields, including pattern 

recognition, identification, classification, speech, vision, and control systems (Demuth.2009). 

MLP is a model Feed word neural networks, which is a set of input data to be on the set of the 

appropriate output. MLP consists of multiple layers of the nodes in the Directed Graph, with each layer 

fully connected to the next stage. Except input node (input nods) each node is a nerve cell or a 

processing element with the (function) nonlinear activation (Rosenblatt, 1961). 

MLP uses a technique called supervisory learning back propagation to train networks. Rumelhart, 

Hinton, and Williams, 1986)) MLP is a modification of criteria Liner Perceptron; it can be distinguish 

between data that cannot be separated linearly (Cybenko.1989). 
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Form (1) Multi-Layer Perception  

 

    (1) 

where y is the network’s output, X is the input vector, H is the number of hidden nodes, Wi is the 

weight vector of the ith node of the hidden layer, wbi is the bias weight of the ith hidden node, wi is the 

weight of the output layer which connects the ith hidden unit to the output(Nguyen,1990). 

 

       (2) 

Mean Squared Error • We adjust the weights of the neural network to minimize the mean squared error 

(MSE) on training set. 

 

3.2-KNN 

It is simple but powerful in classification, able to bring out the results of high-performance complicated 

programs. One of the distinctive uses for KNN of data group is determine which of these data belong to 

a group (Ewees, et al., 2014). The group is formed when the distance between the data become closer. 

 It is consider one of the mining exploration techniques in data, which aims to predict by 

comparing the record with the record similar to predict and estimate the unknown value of the register 

records based on information to those records (Obaid, 2007). 

Nearest algorithm steps closest KNN (Daoud, Ali, and Muhammad, 2010) Operates by selecting 

the number of the nearest neighbors, say K, then calculate the Euclidean distance between the explorer 

record and nearest neighbor. 

      (3) 

Then arrange the distances by giving its ranks of the smallest to the top distance, then selecting 

the closest neighbors on the basis of a minimum distance of kith. Then collect product  ، was closest to 

the neighbors, the arithmetic mean of the closest neighbors was calculated as predict value for the state 

of the Navigator record. Then estimate the objective function records explored, then calculate the value 

of( RMSE root squared error rate) for each value of k. If it is less than the previous stop if we do not 

move to step 1. 
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3.3-C4.5 

The algorithm used to generate the decision tree which developed by Ross Killeen.it encourages a 

lot of scientist to carry out (conducting) some improvements on the decision tree algorithm. The 

problem is that these algorithms of the decision tree needs multiple surveys for data several times in the 

process of building a decision tree, the processing speed diminished to a large extent that is in case 

those data sets large cannot be placed in memory. 

Decision tree is a collection of branches and each branch has nod. The node (leaf) and each leaf 

represent number of alternatives choice. The node may have two branches or more e.g. CART    a tree 

can generated from only two branches and this tree called binary tree. When it allows more than two 

branches here are called multi-directional tree (Mandale and Jadhawar, 2015). 

Remind (Bharati, 2011) it was derived or created from ID3 algorithm which uses the Gain ration 

standard to divide the data set. The algorithm applies a kind of normalization to gain information Gain 

by using "split information" valuable, which known as split info for an attribute a with V values as 

follows: 

Split inf(A)=      (4) 

A= is instance for attribute  .V= Is possible Values of instances  

I = is value for attribute A. |Di| = is the number of instance in the training set D 

|D| = is the total number of instance in the training set 

Gainration(A) =   Where A= instance attribute (Siavash and Mohammad,2011) 

 

4. Experiments and results 

 

4.1 Data set Specification 

Dealing with trainee record (government employee), we find a lot of jobs information on a trainee 

record. In this paper some data has been taken and handled to create the experimental data set. 

I Data Source 

The database prepared by the researchers, which includes 4731 records in 25 tables, each table 

includes many of the properties (fields), all property (field) containing sub-properties that used to 

predict training needs. 

II Data Specialize 

The following section includes a description of the data that have been obtained from the data 

bases of trainees; researcher concluded the following from staff spreadsheet (Tbl_emp): 

A Employment Status data 

This data are linked to the functional status of the trainee which consists of Specifc_group and 

Jobs. 

Specifc_group: is a group appointed by administrative means they are six groups (finance, 

accounting, administrative development –written Jobs - social services - nutrition and 

agriculture - documents and libraries), each one is different from the other.  

Jobs:  it is the function that occupied by the trainee .It is noted that each function was included 

into the quality of the group as a table (1) 

Table (1) Specifc_group 

Specifc_group Jobs 

Finance & Accounting: 
Financial Specialist 

procurement, stores specialist 
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Specialist financial inspection 

Administrative Development: 

Specialist Affairs Employees 

specialist administrative inspection 

administrative affairs 

Functions written: 
Starter affairs institutes 

Starter affairs area 

Social services: 
a social worker 

a specialist sports 

Nutrition and agriculture: 
nutrition supervisor 

nutrition  specialist 

Documents and libraries: specialist documents and libraries. 

 

 

B Training courses: 

The database has a table that contains computer courses of obtained data. Computer courses are 

(Windows - Word - Excel - Access - Internet). 

At this stage, the querying of desired characteristics of the selected tables from the done database. 

The table staff was using specific_group field where the field is located on any quality specific group 

appointed by the employee whether teaching, inviting or administrative development funding, or 

accounting & succession, and so on.The position field which determines the position of each according 

to the quality group designated by the employee. 

The sessions were filtered from obtained Training courses .since the current research focused on 

computer courses for administrator workers. A Windows operating system, Word, Excel, Access 

databases program and Internet. 

III Data preparation 

At this stage, data set has been established in according to selected properties with a various 

examples for use. Preparation in accordance with the specification of Weka data file. 

The data set experiment was established tthrough previous data processing from the database to 

be introduced to Weka program as inputs into the following form: 

Table (2) Current relation 

Attributes Instances Relation 

8 334 Dataset Training 

 

According to Table 2, Relation means : Dataset Training Name, Instance means the number of 

Instances inside: 334, Attributes means the number of features: 8 (Spesific_group- Windows Jobs--

Internet - Word - Excel – Access) 

 

4.2. Experiment and Discussion 

The experiment was done by preparation of processing data set, which was drawn from the data of 

trainees.  

This training set includes eight continuous attributes: Specific_group, Jops, Word, Windows, 

Excel, Access, Internet, Class .After which, the learned classifiers are tested using 10 cross-validations 

or a test file. Value that results in the maximum number of correctly classified instances will be kept as 

the optimal one. 
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Ten different trial has been done, to determine the effectiveness of each algorithm separately to 

get the best results .Therefore we can reach the best performance among those algorithms; were taking 

the average results for each algorithm as schedule 5.The values of variables MLP algorithm were as 

follows: Hidden layer = 3,which is  a constant value at the level of testing. In KNN algorithm Distance 

Weighting  variable has been changed to 1-distance by Weight with install it   at all testing level, with 

the change in the K  value (the number of the nearest neighbors( at the level of ten experiments. For the 

algorithm C4.5, the value of pruning confidence has been changed at the level of ten experiments, then 

calculating the average of the results of experiments as schedule 5. 

Table 3: the mean for experiment accuracy and error results for the three algorithms 

Algorithm (Total 

Instances, 334) 

mean absolute 

error 

MAE 

Root mean 

squared error 

RMSE 

Correctly 

Classified 

Instances  % 

Incorrectly 

Classified 

Instances % 

MLP 0.0626 0.1557 92 8       

K-NN 0.0573 0.1709 92       8       

C4.5 0.0399 0.1432 94       6  

It can be observed From Table 3 that, the results of the average of ten runs indicate that the C4.5 

achieved better results in all measures; followed by MLP which achieved good results in RMSE but the 

results of MAE was high than K-NN; whereas, the accuracy of Correctly and Incorrectly Classified for 

both algorithms are same. 

 

Figure 4 Accuracy (Results of the training data to predict) 

 

It can be seen from Figure 2 that the average the best results for the algorithm C4.5 and this is due 

to their high expectation in training needs at an average of Correctly Classified Instances values = 94. 

The following table shows a comparison between expert opinion and predicted three algorithms 

50 test set; since Table 6 shows the results of the three prediction algorithms compared with the 

prediction results of the human expert on a sample of trainees 

Table 6: A part of the expected output of the three algorithms 

K-NN  C4.5  MLP expert Employee 

4 4 4 3 1 

5 5 5 3 2 

3 3 3 3 3 

4 4 4 3 4 

3 3 3 3 5 

4 4 4 4 6 

4 4 4 4 7 

4 4 4 4 8 

3 5 3 5 9 

5 5 5 5 10 

4 4 4 4 11 

1 1 1 1 12 
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4 4 4 4 13 

4 4 4 4 14 

4 4 4 4 15 

4 4 4 4 16 

2 2 2 2 17 

4 4 4 4 18 

2 2 2 2 19 

2 2 2 2 20 

4 4 4 4 21 

4 4 4 4 22 

5 5 5 5 23 

4 4 4 4 24 

4 4 4 4 25 

 

From above table the best algorithm for predicting was C4.5. 

5. Conclusions and Future Work 
 

The success of the training courses mainly depends on the special trainees training needs that 

process of identifying those needs is somehow a complex process. Therefore, the use of artificial 

intelligence algorithms, could be useful reach expert system to support decision-making in the various 

stages of training operations, it also serves in shifting from the traditional position of the administration 

to an electronic system which is capable of prediction faraway from personal views and mood of 

decision Taking. Hence, the current research aims to use artificial intelligence algorithms to predict 

those needs. It has been used MLP, KNN, and C4.5 algorithm for prediction. A comparison is done 

between them to determine the most accurate and efficient; the results indicated that the C4.5 is the best 

prediction algorithm in our experiments; this is due to the high capacity in the prediction of training 

needs, and its accuracy reached 94%, while MLP algorithm accuracy rate was 92, and K-NN yielded 

92. The future work will try to expand the scope of training areas to ensure the effectiveness of the 

system in different fields. 
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